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NEWSLETTER

Global warming – the good news!
`If you do not feel despair then you are not paying
attention!’... hardly good news. But there is good news to
counteract the dramatic existential threat we are currently
living. The problem is well known, too many greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere, pollution, species loss etc. it has
been said that 2018 was the year that climate change
eventually kicked in.; the atmosphere that gives us life is
also giving us feedback. We need to listen. We need to
stop doing bad things as well as continue to do good
things. `Beyond a certain point, economic growth – the
force that lifted people out of poverty, and cured
deprivation, squalor and disease- tips us back into those
conditions. To judge by the devastation climate breakdown
is wreaking, we appear already to have reached this
point’ (George Monbiot, Sept 26th 2018 Guardian)
Perhaps looking at this through the lens of solutions could
revive hope and the ability to act. Project Drawndown led
by Paul Hawken lists 100 solutions to global warming that
are already available. With the help of many researches
throughout the world he has mapped out a comprehensive
plan to reverse global warming. Incredibly, this is the first
time this has been done. We would have to work at it but
drawdown is possible
The plan, worldwide,
includes
more
afforestation,
land
management
by
indigenous people,
improved
rice
cultivation, roof top
solar panels, marine
permaculture, plant
rich diet, household
recycling,
wind
turbines, red algae
inclusion in the diet
of
cows
which
reduces
methane,
clean
cookstoves,
and so on: I will not
list all 100. Very near
the top of the list in

importance is reducing food waste in rich countries at
the retail and consumer level and in poorer countries
improved infrastructure, and education for girls and
women!
The second remarkable fact is that we who are
concerned, are part of a vast movement, an
unprecedented movement with no central ideology, noone in charge; it is non-violent and it is growing and
spreading; it is diverse and unquenchable. There is a
shared
understanding
springing
from
the
environmental and social justice movements, the
coming together of the indigenous peoples and those
working for civil rights. It has been said `it is the coming
world’, something is being born that recognises, with
ecologists, that effective responses are found in
diversity. It can include every tribe and all people on
earth. Paul Hawken has listed over 130,000 groups, and
there are probably many more, which are already
working on possibilities and solutions, in this way
building a capacity to respond to our present situation.
We have seen what ideologies can do from our
experience in the 20th century. We can be part
of
the
great
transformation
that the earth, as
well
as
Pope
Francis, is asking of
us. Everyone, all
people and all
institutions, have a
part to play.
Jess
September 2018
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NATIONAL JUSTICE & PEACE
CONFERENCE 20-21 JUNE 2018
Lisa Fraser writes: The journey started on Friday
20. I left work at noon, in London, and took a first
train, then a second one, on my own. My first
encounter with J&P was at the station in Derby,
where a group of ladies was waiting with a big
smile and a colourful sign 'NJPN'. What I noticed is
that none of them was working for the network,
but everyone was helping - contacting participants,
welcoming other women or serving tea. We took a
coach for half an hour. I sat with two women my
age and we discovered we have many friends in
common in London. We concluded that we were
made to meet.

Senior Lecturer in Theology David McLoughlin gave
the first talk on 'Living with others', showing us
how foreigners can enrich us. He said that Jesus
initially came to bring back to God the chosen
people...but that he broadened His message after
being challenged by the foreigner, the
Syrophoenician women. I find encouraging to see
that Jesus had experience 'otherness' to develop
His teaching – it gives me hope for personal
improvement. David also said that the first de
facto ‘apostle’ was the Samaritan woman at the
dwell, who rushed to her people after her
encounter with Christ. As a woman, I rejoiced to
hear that.

At the first dinner, I sat with local NJPN volunteers.
They told me about their local projects and the
need for renewal, especially young people. They
highlighted the necessity for the laity to be
supported by the local priests - whose support
conditions the life or death of the NJPN groups. I
was amazed by the faithfulness of these humble
volunteers, who have been giving their time and
energy for more than four decades with the same
enthusiasm and faith. The friendship built along
these years seems to be the key to the unfailing
spirit of giving.

In the second part of his talk, David urged to get
free from mental slavery. He compared us to the
time of Pharaoh, when people refused to follow
Moses from the beginning, because they were
accustomed to slavery. Their fear of change led
them to accept the unacceptable. David said that
the Church and her prophets offer a new horizon
that we should not fear. Change will only happen
when we start having a vision and thinking about
an alternative world to build – the Kingdom of
God.

During this weekend I was moved to tears on
several occasions. One of them was breakfast on
Saturday 21. I sat with a man from Malawi, who
told me his father had killed by the Government
for opposing the undemocratic head of state. This
man told me how strongly he himself believes in
the ability of politics to change the world. I was
struck by his enthusiasm and willingness to make
change happen. He reminded me that wounds are
not always crippling, they can also be powerful fuel
for action.
The day started with prayer and songs of worship,
to place our words and hearts under the Holy
Spirit.
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NJPN Highlights
My favourite part of the conference actually came as a
surprise because it was not part of our timetabled
sessions; this made it an unexpected grace. The
conference loosely organised “Your Time” workshops on
Saturday evening; small groups meeting together to
discuss a topic.

I chose the group on “intergenerational dialogue on
justice and peace”. This group consisted of nine people,
four people under 40, and five people over 40. This
offered such a refreshing opportunity in a cultural
narrative is so often adversarial, a perennial battle of
‘Baby Boomers vs. Millenials’. This is perhaps an area
where the Church can do so much; the beauty of our
Church is that every Sunday Catholics gather together as
children of God – young and old, rich and poor, black or
white – we are all one in Christ. The Church is one of the
last institutions left where there is a rich and regular mix
of people of different ages and where intergenerational
friendship can truly flourish.
The younger people of the group spoke about their
experiences of academic pressure in schools which have
become “results factories”, the lack of technical subjects
available, the failure to receive a holistic education in
which the spiritual, social and creative was also fostered,
and an uncertain job market, in which the economic
restrictions directly impacted young people’s ability to
volunteer in their communities and church. We were
well listened too and received by the older people in our
group and that felt very cathartic, a space in which to
share our concerns with our brothers and sisters in
Christ, and not an antagonistic ‘blame game’.
The older people of our group have made some
significant contributions to the area of justice and peace
and have much to share in the way of their experience,
knowledge and networks. It was interesting to hear how
our older folk were also concerned by the issues of
political polarisation, climate change and economic
instability now, but also in the future. There was a great
ethic of responsibility towards future generations, and
their awareness and action on these issues are a great
inspiration; the NJPN is a great opportunity for us to
meet and learn from each other.
Let us hope the Boomers keep the fire of faith burning in
order to pass on the baton to the Millenials. “The glory
of young men is their strength, but the splendour of old
men is their gray hair” (Proverbs 20:29).
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Water
“The Eucharist is always in some
way a celebration on the altar of
the world.”
Laudato Si 236.

“The whole cosmos gives thanks
to God. Indeed the Eucharist
itself is an act of cosmic love.”
Laudato Si 236

“Soil, mountains, everything is,
as it were, a caress of God”
Laudato Si 84.
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JPIC Work in Walker – Newcastle
Walking With
• Elizabeth and Sylvia been involved since beginning
• New Manager recently appointed – so quite a lot of changes and re-

organisation.
• Centre open on Monday & Wednesdays each week – full meal for clients
provided on Monday
• A number of different nationalities including more recently Eritreans.
• Centre provides food, clothing, English lessons, advice and help with problems,
• Is open to all asylum seekers from North Tyneside both adults and children.

Hexham Avenue
• Change from a long-established Geordie community to a more mobile

community of different nationalities. Neighbours now include people from Poland,
Philippines, Portugal, Ukraine & Kurdistan.
• People tend not to know each other in the same way and this can be a problem;
a street party next year to celebrate 100 years of the life of the Avenue may help
to bring people together.

Parish Church & City
• Last week was the first anniversary of Fr Conarty’s death
• Mass was followed by celebrating the 3 main projects founded by Conarty i.e. A

Care and housing facility for the elderly (St Anthony of Padua Community
Association} A Youth Club (The Bostey Centre) and a training centre for
unemployed youth (Building Futures East.) During the celebrations foundation
stones were laid for a new Bostey Centre to be built at the back of the Presbytery.
Also a ceremonial breaking and blessing of the ground for “Conarty House” the
new extra care housing facility to be built on the old Bostey site
• New Parish Priest, Father David, has made a lot of improvements to the Presbytery and back of the Church.
• He will be leading a Parish Pilgrimage to Lourdes next year all of which is helping to build community.
• Parishioners are in the main elderly although since the arrival of the new Parish Priest more people have been
attending Sunday Mass and there’s a growing population of African and other nationalities some of whom are
involved or becoming involved in Parish activities.

Volunteers & Kids Kabin
• Volunteers are mainly engaged in work at Kids Kabin and related projects, they

also help at the local Church of England drop in centre and food bank.

Newcastle City Council
• Re-roofing of the properties in Hexham Avenue owned by NCC is underway.

Lots of scaffolding around.
• Council from time to time brings a waste disposal vehicle and provides waste
bags plus one or two council employees who together with children from the
street clear up all the rubbish
• The Council takes good care of their properties and this helps community living.
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Campus for Transition
CAPNE
(Church Action on Poverty North East)
• ‘Local group meets monthly in St
Lawrence’s Church Jill attends their
meetings.
• Main focus of the group is on hunger –
not only food banks but drawing
attention to why people go hungry
and what can be done to stop hunger.

Walker Park
• Recently did a survey of what people

think of their local park.
• Feedback included: It’s peaceful, clean

and tidy. A magnificent green space
which is free to all. A good facility on
my doorstep. People also appreciated
the cafe and toilet facilities.
• Volunteers and people serving a
community order help with the work
in the park including earlier this year
planting large areas of wild flowers – a
really beautiful display for the spring
and summer.

Our Garden
• Thanks mainly to the work of Sylvia

and our neighbour Roy who does the
grass cutting we have a beautiful
garden all of which feeds into the care
of creation

In one way or another, as a community
and as individuals, we are involved in all
of these projects. some have a more
active role than others, but we support
each other in what we do. A group of
elderly women living, working, praying
and being happy together is hopefully a
good example to those around us.
Pat, Newcastle Community,
October 2018

The « Campus for Transition » (Campus de la Transition) was
created last December by Cécile and 20 other people
(practitioners, academics, students). The starting point of the
project was the perception of the increasing gap between the
systemic changes that are needed in our lifestyles and
economic models, and the ‘business as usual’ in terms of
curricula in the business and engineering schools. Cecile had
spent 4 months at Schumacher College, in Devon (UK), a small
institution dedicated to integral ecology and had experienced
how transformative a pedagogy, combining the practical,
intellectual, spiritual and relational, and supported by
transdisciplinary research network, can be.
They will be running a course for young engineers in
December; this is integrated into their curriculum at the Ecole
Centrale (a French engineering school). The living and teaching
conditions are frugal (very little heating, isolation, etc.) but it is
important to make a start and show that the project is
promising. The project aims to combine training/teaching,
research and experience. Cecile is also in touch with the Jesuit
initiative at Campion Hall and Celia Deane Drummond. Cecile
adds `we have been trained on facilitation (to help us develop
collaborative decision making processes) and we already enjoy
the products of our garden!
An encouraging start!
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Let us talk about migration….
with civility

The debate aimed to explore what a post Brexit, fair,
migration policy might look like. The evening was
organised by `Together for the Common Good’, St Mary’s
University research department, and the Christian think
tank, Theos. The debate took place in the historic St
Mary’s Church, Putney where in uncertain times, in 1647,
the shape and form of the new constitutional settlement
was debated (the Putney Debates.) Although the speakers
came from very different starting points, civility was
maintained throughout the evening.
In an attempt to frame an ethical immigration policy Dr
Adrian Pabst underlined the problem of the pace and
volume of migration, the importance of maintaining the
dignity of the person as well as the need to recognise
mutual obligations, rights and duties, of all members of a
society. He proposed distinguishing refugees suffering
persecution form economic migrants, giving more help to
people where they are so they do not need to move and
better integration for those who do come - for instance
providing a more navigable route to citizenship. He did
not think arguments about how much or little migrants
help the economy were consistent with the dignity of
persons as this reduced people to commodities.
It was pointed out targets were inhumane and inefficient.
Also It was thought, by more than one speaker, important
to maintain the rule of law, There is a need to balance a
humane approach to the vulnerable with attention to the
profound social and cultural consequences for `sending’
societies and the interests of the receiving settled
population; there is no doubt the pace and scale of
immigration impacts on our common life together.

regular pattern ending with the cry `take back
our borders’. It was thought most people do
not want to live in a closed society, cultural
diversity is appreciated but there is real
concern for the burden on public services.
Welcome is valued by most faith traditions,
commented Kiren Bali. Faith communities
need to work together building on common values.
Satbir Singh (Director of the Joint Council for the Welfare of
Immigrants) asked what taking back control would look like.
There is no justification for separating families. He
commented that present Home Office practice is rife with
errors. Compassion for those who are suffering should
permeate practice. He also asked should we not take our
fair share of refugees?
It is sometimes said that the world is on the move. But
most people want to be able to stay in their own countries.
How best can we help them? Development aid should go to
the poorest. It is often the better educated who try their
luck, immigrating in terrible conditions, to get a` better life’.
David Goodhart pointed out that the present system is not
liked by either free movement liberals nor conservative
critics of mass migration. He saw a great divide between
the ` anywheres’ and the `somewheres’. The `anywhere’s
had no strong attachment to place, group or nation and
were usually university educated; the somewheres’ valued
family, community traditions and nation state, they were
less likely to be well educated and were currently suffering
considerable downward pressure on wages. He saw a real
danger of a divided society. A national debate is needed to
try to build a political consensus to include the interests of
different communities and work towards the common
good. During the course of the evening many different
point were made. Current immigration systems seem more
based on what we are against rather than what we are for.
The evening made the important point that a national
debate is needed which avoids trading insults. It need to be
conducted with civility.

Dr Anne Kershaw gave historic evidence from the East End
of London on the rise of xenophobic fear which follows a
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Universal Credit isn’t working
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It may have been an effort to simplify

the system of welfare benefits, it may
have aimed to stop welfare
dependency but it isn’t working. Every
single client who has been put on
Universal Credit has stated they are
now in more debt than before. The
National Audit Office has issued a
report stating that it is causing serious
hardship The End Hunger UK campaign
is launching a petition `Fix Universal
Credit to Prevent more People going
Hungry’. The various organisations
involved like Church Action on Poverty
(CAP), the Trussell Trust (Foodbanks)
and Child Poverty Action group met in
one of the Committee rooms in the
Palace of Westminster. I went along
and then got into the public gallery of
the House of Commons to hear a bit of
the debate on Universal Credit… the
Secretary of State affirmed she was
`listening’. The roll out is due to be
accelerated so this adds urgency to
getting it right. A lot needs to change.
The Trussell Trust reported that where
Universal Credit has been rolled out
there has been a 52% rise in demand
for help at food banks. It is making a
bad situation worse. What is wrong?
• The time people need to wait for
their payments. It has been reduced
from 6 weeks to 5 weeks, but it needs
to come down to nearer a fortnight.
The anxiety of waiting means stress
increase in mental health problems
and more debt. Often too, it means
social isolation and real anxiety about
approaching the food bank for the first
time.
• There is not enough statutory
support in emergencies. The local
authority Social Funds have been cut
back, and are either on the brink of
collapse or some have already closed.
The payment is not enough to cover
essential basics. It is not an adequate
safety net as it does not eliminate food
insecurity; it is reasonable to expect
that the social security system should

prevent people, children included,
from going hungry. UC is designed to
enforce more hardship to get people
back into work, but either there isn’t
work or often applicants are already
working and are so low paid that
essentials cannot be covered.
• The administration of the UC is
chaotic, evidence is mishandled, the
error rate is calculated at about one
third of all applications, people have
problems with appeals, housing costs
are not included so rent arrears
increase, children are not counted,
disability assessments often have to be
made multiple times. People may be
overpaid and then required to pay
back.
And to cap it all about 50% of people
are not claiming what they should, lack
of take up is often built in to
government thinking. The coalition End
Hunger UK is working on data
collection and research and sharing
information amongst the various
organisations
involved.
The

government has no statistics about the
extent of hunger in the UK. It is
realised that poverty is the problem,
this affects food security but housing,
heating, health and mental health etc
as well as holiday provision for
children, school uniforms and such like
as well. Work is being done by the End
Hunger coalition on these too.
The meeting at Westminster was
called to launch the petition which will
go to the government in early
November, in the lead up to the
autumn budget. It asks, ` as a matter of
urgency’ for action to improve
flexibility and support for people on
Universal Credit, for improvements to
ensure that it does not leave more
people at risk of debt and destitution,
as well as asking for a long term
commitment to ensure that universal
credit provides people with enough
income for people to afford good food
regularly. The petition can be accessed
at www.endhungeruk.org/ucpetition.
Please do what you can to get this
known and signed. The most
vulnerable in our society are suffering
this failing system, which is destined to
get worse as it is rolled out further,
unless we stand up and say do
something to put this right
.
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